Sponsorship Opportunities

Champion - $5,000
• 10 tickets to Symposium
• Recognition as lunch sponsor
• Company feature in Life Sciences Bulletin
• Personalized write-up by BioNexus KC to be featured on The Connection blog
• Company logo recognition on:
  • Website
  • Signage
  • Social Media
  • Powerpoint

Executive - $3,000
• 6 tickets to Symposium
• Recognition as breakfast sponsor
• Personalized write-up by BioNexus KC to be featured on The Connection blog
• Company recognition on:
  • Website
  • Signage
  • Social Media
  • Powerpoint

Associate - $1,500
• 2 tickets to Symposium
• Company recognition on:
  • Website
  • Signage
  • Social Media
  • Powerpoint

*Vendor table available upon request